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for strong growth in market share, sales, and profitability when our
markets rebound, as they inevitably do.
INFICON is
INFICON 2001 sales were $144.1 million, down 15.2% from 2000,

a leading

while we estimate our total addressable markets were down 27%—
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of vacuum

an excellent sign that we have gained market share giving us strong

instrumentation

momentum going into the next upturn.

and critical sensor
technologies for

On the profitability side, 2001 income from operations was $13.3 million

high growth

and net income was $10.0 million. This compares to 2000 income

segments of the
from operations of $33.8 million and net income of $22.9 million.
While this 2001 performance represents a decline from the record
2000 results, we have succeeded in remaining profitable as well as
operating and cash flow positive in every quarter. Our cash and cash
equivalents grew from $28.7 million in 2000 to $33.8 million in 2001.

Certain statements contained in this Letter to Shareholders and Annual Report are forward-looking statements that do not relate solely to historical or current
facts. Forward looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “may”, “believe”, “will”, “expect”, “project”, “assume”, “estimate”, “anticipate”,
“plan” or “continue”. These forward-looking statements address, among other things, our strategic objectives, trends in vacuum technology and in the industries
that employ vacuum instrumentation, such as the semiconductor and related industries and the anticipated effects of these trends on our business. These
forward-looking statements are based on the current plans and expectations of our management and are subject to a number of uncertainties and risks that
could significantly affect our current plans and expectations, as well as future results of operations and financial condition. Some of these risks and uncertainties are discussed in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 20-F for fiscal 2000 and the Company’s reports on Form 6-K filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission during 2001.
As a consequence, our current and anticipated plans and our future prospects, results of operations and financial condition may differ from those expressed in
any forward-looking statements made by or on behalf of our company. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

semiconductor
and related
markets and for
industrial
applications.

We attribute our success to leveraging INFICON technology in markets
that provide a healthy buffer during semiconductor market declines, to
market share gains in the semiconductor industry, and to our business
model, which is designed to mitigate the inevitable cyclicality of our
technology markets—and to just plain aggressive cost control.

Our flexible cost structure “variabilizes” overhead costs by extensive
outsourcing of manufacturing, utilizes private label distribution partners

Financial Highlights
(U.S. $ in millions)

to address the broad market of smaller customers, and in general,
requires low capital investment.

We are particularly proud of our ability to increase R&D spending,
so critical to our future success, while simultaneously achieving major
and timely overhead cost reductions as the market declined dramatically. Specifically, we reduced our Selling, General and Administrative
expense by 26% from the first quarter to the fourth quarter, excluding
certain one-time expense reductions of $1.9 million. Over the same
period, R&D investment rose by 7%.

1999

2000

2001

Sales

130.0

170.0

144.1

Gross Profit

60.7

86.7

65.7

% of Sales

46.7

51.0

45.6

14.1

35.5

14.7

10.8

20.9

10.2

EBITDA
% of Sales

EBIT

10.1

32.0

11.8

% of Sales

7.8

18.8

8.2

Net Income

7.4

22.9

10.0

% of Sales

5.7

13.5

6.9

Operating Cash Flow

13.1

18.7

24.8

Capital Expense

3.3

4.9

7.4

Free Cash Flow

9.4

13.9

17.3

INFICON’s core strategy is to establish the company as the undisputed technology leader and vacuum instrumentation supplier
of choice for the semiconductor industry and selected high growth
markets. We embarked on this strategy of technology and market
INFICON combination
dominance in 1997 by surveying all potential markets, determining
the high growth market segments, their technology trends, and their
future requirements for vacuum instrumentation. Combining this
market knowledge and our formidable vacuum technology expertise,
we designed clearly superior instrumentation and powerful software
that would intersect the requirements of these high growth markets.

Starting in early 2000, we began introduction of these next generation
products. Our measurement and control products meet the need for

gauges are “best in class.”

manufacturers to improved yields and lower manufacturing costs. Our
in situ analysis solutions applied to the complex processes used in
semiconductor manufacturing offer substantial process improvements
and cost advantages to customers. The result has been breakthrough
market penetration throughout 2000 and 2001.

Our in situ analysis products are a clear example of technology
trends and INFICON strengths converging to create a business opportunity with exponential growth possibilities. The increasingly high value

FabGuard ™ is a critical
component of APC

of the larger semiconductor wafers created by the migration to 300 mm

initiatives in the semimanufacturing tools, combined with escalating process complexity,

conductor fab.

makes both the probability and the cost of process mistakes much
higher. This is driving the rapid adoption of Advanced Process Control
(APC) and early fault detection in the semiconductor industry. APC
provides the required immediate feedback on the manufacturing
process and the product. And key to APC is in situ analysis—early
fault detection and diagnosis of process problems. Fast troubleshooting is important, because delay means a bad manufacturing
process is continuing to turn out defective chips. This is intolerable in
a market environment demanding higher yield and quality.

Annual market estimates for in situ analysis products indicate
growth from $60 Million in 2001 to $400 Million in 2005. INFICON is
INFICON in situ
sensors on semiconductor

a global leader in in situ analysis, led by our FabGuard Sensor

manufacturing equipment.

Integration and Analysis System, and we believe that this strong
market position will allow us to exploit the industry trend toward
Advanced Process Control.

Another example of executing on our strategy is our vacuum gauge
development program, aimed at dominating the $150 million semiconductor market for these products. In 1997, we had no semiconductor

market share, limited recognition, and we faced entrenched competition.
To win, we had to come to market with clearly superior and disruptive
technology. We have done that.

Major semiconductor equipment manufacturers in the United States
and Japan have designed INFICON vacuum gauges into their new
300 mm production equipment. We believe this validates our unique
ceramic technology and combination vacuum gauges as “best in
class.” As the industry converts to 300 mm production equipment, we
are in an excellent position to consolidate those design wins and grow

New HLD5000
refrigerant leak detector.

our market share and sales of vacuum gauges.
Sky® Ceramic
Capacitance
Other INFICON technology-leading products introduced in 2001 that

Diaphragm Gauge

are aimed at high growth market opportunities include:

■

New infrared detector technology that provides gas specific leak
detection for the air conditioning and refrigeration industry at substantially lower cost than competitive alternatives.

■

Field portable gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer that delivers
immediate on-site analysis of toxic chemical agents—the technology
of choice by military and national security agencies for chemical
warfare and terrorism situations.
Hapsite® fieldportable GC/MS

As for the near future, we know that the business environment will

deployed by
remain volatile. But, our solid profitability in 2001 is a testament to the

military.

effectiveness of our strategies. And our strong balance sheet and
cash position will allow us to act decisively where we see value in
acquisitions and strategic alliances.
INFICON combination
As we focus on attaining our goals and creating value for our share-

gauges on 300 mm semiconductor
production equipment.

holders, we are energized by working with the special people who are

INFICON. The tough 2001 market environment and the necessary
cost reductions translated directly to financial sacrifices by all our
employees. Despite the stress of a difficult year, they have demonINFICON Ultra Clean
strated steadfast commitment to their company.

Processing for specialized
packaging of smallest
computer chips.

We believe that INFICON is positioned with leading edge technology
in market segments that are poised for exceptional growth. During
2002, our key initiatives include expanding our presence in the
Advanced Process Control market, solidifying relationships with
semiconductor customers, and continuing to grow market share.
The potential is there, and having laid the foundation, we expect an
outstanding future for INFICON.

INFICON in situ sensors
provide analysis from inside
a vacuum process.
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